Liddington N.  
Late six December, 1649

In the name and record above written Edward Stogdon  
Did surrender unto the hands of the Lord by the hands of  
the steward and graff or tenent 
advancing to them as is bestowed in Liddington now and late  
in the possession of William Hill or Alfon his widow  
To the use of Thomas Covid to me and Mary his wife  
and the heirs and assignats of the said Thomas for ever  
according to the custum of the said manor.

And so...

James Stogdon  
Tennett.

The same day and year Edward Stogdon did surrender unto the hand  
of the Lord by the hands of the steward and tenent and  
advancing to them as is bestowed in Liddington now and late  
in the possession of William Hill or Alfon his widow  
Being paid or had asigned to the use of Charles Stogdon his  
heirs and assignats according to the custum of the said manor.

K. Stogdon  
Tennett.